
T9 Smart Thermostat



- Control comfort in any room

 Smart Room Sensors  help you experience the right temperature in the right rooms.  When paired 

with the T9 Smart Thermostat, sensors let you prioritize living areas during the day and bedrooms 

at night for comfort where you want it, when you need it.

- Experience savings while you’re away and comfort while you’re home

 Adjust your thermostat from anywhere, or let the home react to your schedule with geofencing. 

Smart alerts let you know if the home is too hot or too cold.

- Get whole home coverage

 Smart Room Sensors have a range up to 200 feet and a 1-year battery life.

- Balance rooms that are too warm or too cold

 Balance the temperature of multiple rooms, creating a more comfortable home

- Comfort can follow your lead

 With people detection, Smart Room Sensors can know when a room becomes occupied, 

automatically adjusting the room’s temperature when you enter

- Setup is smarter and simpler than ever

 The thermostat can configure itself – just answer a few simple questions to get started. The 

included power adapter is an easy-to-install, low-voltage alternative to a C-Wire, so the 

thermostat is compatible with most homes

- Works with:

T9 Smart Thermostat
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Simple Menu Selection
The T9 Smart Thermostat’s simple, sharp touch display 
allows you to scroll menus right on the thermostat, 
personalizing your controls.

Simple Installation
The T9 Smart Thermostat is easy to install yourself, 
especially with Honeywell Home support available. Its C-
Wire solution also means it’s compatible with most 
homes.
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Interactive High Quality Display
While competitors only shows a single room’s temperature on the thermostat at any time, the easily navigated menus on the T9 
Smart Thermostat will show you the current temperature for each and every Smart Room Sensor and allow you to define 
multiple prioritized rooms and preferred comfort settings for each of them. 



Multiple prioritized rooms 

with individualized settings 

mean any room can be as 

they like it, without 

choosing one or creating 

hot or cold spots 

elsewhere in the home.

10:00 PM

Geofencing, with a custom 

designated radius, means 

the T9 Smart Thermostat 

will know as you come 

and go, so you’ll always 

be comfortable at home 

and save energy when 

you’re not.

5:00 PM

The Honeywell Home app 

and smart alerts let you 

check on your thermostat 

from anywhere, and get 

notified of temperatures 

above or below your set 

thresholds.

2:00 PM

Smart Room Sensors’ 

people detection mean 

they know where you and 

your family are, so comfort 

follows you to rooms in 

use, not empty spaces.

7:00 AM

Simple scheduling makes 

it easy to set a preferred 

temperature in any room 

at any time, and prioritize 

different multiple rooms at 

different times of day.

6:00 AM
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Balance your comfort just right.
With the range on the T9 Smart Thermostat’s Smart Room Sensors, your 

thermostat isn’t limited by its location. So now you can cover multiple areas 

in your open concept living space to help eliminate existing hot or cold spots, 

balancing comfort overall.



Let your thermostat follow your lead.
The T9 Smart Thermostat and Smart Room Sensors know when a room is 

occupied by people (not pets or inanimate objects) – so comfort follows 

you as bath time moves to bed time ,ensuring you’re always comfortable.



Sleep and live smarter with Smart Room Sensors.
Extend your thermostat’s reach beyond the hallway. Smart Room Sensors with

whole-home coverage mean your thermostat knows the temperature in any room –

like a nursery, to help make the room more comfortable for a great night’s sleep.



Save money, and earn some extra.
Honeywell Home has teamed up with utility companies to help reward you for saving

energy. You can get paid just for signing up, and earn rewards from your utility each

season for your energy efficiency.  Savings made simple.



Know you’re ecofriendly, anywhere you are.
With the Honeywell Home app, you can monitor your thermostat and usage from

anywhere. Smart alerts will let you know if the temperature gets too extreme,

so you don’t have to worry about an unexpected freeze or temperature change

in your home.



Live Smarter, Rest Better

Smart sensing with temperature, humidity, and occupancy 

optimizes true comfort room by room depending on who’s there, 

and reduces consumption by not driving runtime unnecessarily.

“Your bedroom 

is 72 degrees” 

Energy and Runtime Reporting

Get monthly runtime reports and spend reporting to help get control 

over what the home is consuming. You can always check in real-

time, anytime you like, anywhere you are.

“Expected 

spend this 

month is $197”


